
NEW MEXICO ARCHIVES AND ARCHIVISTS SIG 
July 14, 2021 @ 3 p.m. 

This meeting was held via Zoom 
 
Facilitators: Dylan McDonald, Jonathan Pringle 
Attendees: 15 
 
CODE OF CONDUCT 
The New Mexico Archives and Archivists SIG aspires to be a Community of Practice: one that “grows out of a need 
for connecting with other people who share the same issues, learning environment, and/or passion.”  Our community 
is built on a foundation of trust, respect, optimism, and intentionality.  Please exercise these core tenets with other 
members in all interactions, whether virtual or in real life.  
Loa, Berlin, and Kruger, Pamela Nett (2021) “Community of Practice at the California State University Special Collections and University 
Archives,” Journal of Western Archives: Vol. 12: Iss.1, Article 1. 
 
INTRODUCTION/LAND ACKNOWLEGEMENT STATEMENTS 
Jonathan Pringle and Dylan McDonald welcome attendees to the meeting and give their land 
acknowledgements.  Katie Gray shares a land acknowledgement statement via chat.   
 
SEEKING NOTE-TAKER 
Jonathan Pringle begins by thanking Donna Wojcik for being note-taker for the SIG meetings 
over the past months. The SIG is still interested in having somebody serve in this role if there is 
interest. Pringle will capture the meeting minutes this month. 
 
NMLA CALL FOR PROPOSALS 
Update: thank you to Dylan McDonald, Phillipa Rosman, Sue Taylor, and Jenna Wells for 
contributing to the submitted session proposal. Title: “Demystifying Archives: A Guide for non-
Archivists.” The session will feature representatives from a few types of archival repositories 
across the state. We wanted to introduce to our library colleagues the nuances of archives, and 
what it means to work alongside our library peers. Hoping the it is both engaging and accepted 
by the proposal review committee. Jonathan Pringle is going to be traveling to the U.S. Virgin 
Islands during the conference (October 20-22) and will still participate in the session. There is 
hope the internet signal is strong and that there are no hurricanes. No further questions about the 
proposal. Jonathan can share the draft proposal if anybody is curious. We hope to see as many 
SIG members in the presentation and that their feedback is valued during that session. Note that 
it was proposed as a virtual session. NMLA is a dual in-person/virtual meeting this year. 
Discussion about what the likelihood is of there being an in-person component of NMLA at all. 
A note that the proposal was being submitted as sponsored by the SIG. Dylan: Once the proposal 
is accepted, we will work on details with the format. We will create some softball questions to 
begin the discussion and bring them back to the SIG for a discussion. We are aiming to 
communicate the value of archives to our colleagues. Most of us are working alongside library 
colleagues and they need to understand what we actually do.  
 
ARCHIVES MONTH 
The Governor’s proclamation. Katie Gray sent out a draft earlier in the day to the listserv and 
some feedback has already been received from Lisa Johnston. Katie: cut-and pasted from earlier 
iterations of the proclamation that were accepted by the Governor in the early 2000s. One 
statement that talked about the records center is proposed to be removed. The records center was 



the driving force behind the earlier proclamation. Timeframe: get it in by mid-August, to be early 
enough to have proclamation requests approved. Aim for two weeks to get feedback to Katie. 
Dylan: seems formal with “the State of New Mexico.” How about removing ‘State of’ and keep 
it as ‘New Mexico’ generally? Originally designed coming from the records center. Lessen the 
formality. Propose removing the three areas where it says “State of New Mexico.” The last 
‘WHEREAS,’ it mentions ‘a bunch of other archives.’ Move this more to the front and massage 
it. Emphasize the numerous types of archives in the state. Lisa: Emphasize the importance of the 
records themselves and their significance. They protect the rights of the individuals. Then follow 
with how institutions protect these records. Not just at the state level but at all governmental 
levels plus private, tribal, religions, other affiliations that maintain records of importance to New 
Mexico. In the chat, Anna Uremovich echoed Lisa. Jonathan: defend archives against 
preconceptions about ‘historic, rare, old’ archives, and that archives are created every day 
(including electronic). Jonathan will send Katie a statement that gets at this that can be added to 
the proclamation. Wednesday, July 28th (two weeks) for people to get Katie their input. Katie 
will send out a reminder to the listserv.  
 
Archives month in relationship to social media. Many ideas came up at the last meeting. A 
Facebook for the SIG? A submission form for content? Retweeting/sharing on/across other 
accounts? Understanding that some institutions can’t post because of administrative restrictions. 
Can’t land 100% on the best solution. Hesitant to start a SIG social media account unless an 
individual wants to take leadership on this. Lisa: the Council of State Archivists will be likely 
tweeting/posting on Facebook and possibly Twitter. We could share/retweet from there. 
Kathleen Dull: advocates for posting and sharing each others’ content. Don’t start something 
new, unless somebody really enjoys doing that. Go lighter this year. Katie: agrees. Social media 
requires regular content that is fresh. Somebody needs to take on that role. In chat, Hannah 
Abelbeck mentions an interest in this long-term, but not presently. Jenna (in chat): “Do we want 
to come up with a hashtag?” Jonathan thanks Jenna for the idea and suggests Jenna come up with 
some for the group to consider. In chat, Jenna says she will put together some suggestions and 
share in the listserv. Jonathan: thanks to Teri Reynoso from the City of Albuquerque Special 
Collections who created a page that lists all the SIG members’ social media and what is available 
to everyone. Link was shared in the chat [listed below]. We should be aware that some 
institutions can’t post as freely. What other solutions exist for them? Sue: for DCA, permission is 
needed. Marketing needs to approve. Anna (in chat) expresses limitation. Jonathan: we can use 
this first year as awareness to all administrators of the value of archives, and rely on those 
institutions with fewer restrictions to post content as a form of advocacy.  
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS/ROUND ROBIN 
Portia Vescio (NMAO): everyone’s finding aids have been imported except for IAIA and the 
CSWR have a few finding aids outstanding. Dylan: NMSU’s guides have imported properly. 
Sue: Space History has not contributed any yet. Portia: if anybody wants to join NMAO, they 
can contact Portia or Tomas Jaehn. Tomas wants an agreement, but if an institution is part of 
DCA, Tomas is working with DCA on that agreement. The front end of NMAO needs a lot of 
work. The print and request buttons on the finding aids are now working. The request button 
sends a form to the email that is in your repository contact information. It has to be the system 
administrator that enters the contact information. Portia will need to enter that information. Get 
that to Portia and it will get entered immediately. Questions about errors on the front-end in the 



finding aids and them not displaying properly. UNM IT is aware of the issue and working with 
ArchivesSpace to figure out what’s going on. The information is there, but doesn’t scroll all the 
way down. Portia is working on descriptive information for branding purposes. Reach out to 
Portia if there are any other issues that come up. Jonathan: is on the board for the New Mexico 
Historical Records Advisory Board and currently reviewing proposals. Proposals have gone 
through a technical review, and in many cases the technical reviewers were confused about 
where finding guides were disseminated. During a meeting next week, Jonathan will remind the 
Board that RMOA is going away, and that NMAO is replacing RMOA.  
 
A discussion on instruction, awareness or outreach/publicity focused on NMAO. Portia: the 
library’s outreach person is interested in publicizing NMAO. Portia and Tomas are hesitant to 
publicize it until it is more ready. They are working on training. They had hoped to have 
ArchivesSpace come to New Mexico to do in-person training. ArchivesSpace is not doing in-
person training for the rest of 2021. Everything is online. Portia has been passing this 
information out to the NMAO listserv. Portia has to do training for CSWR folks, and admits to 
not having any formal training beforehand. Portia has relied on YouTube videos and 
experimenting with things in the back end to become more familiar. Portia is OK with doing 
more training for others, but doesn’t feel like the best person because of the lack of official 
training. Can answer basic questions and appreciates getting questions in advance. In chat, 
Donna says “Portia, you do not have anything from Farm and Ranch Museum either. Our archive 
is in the baby stages, previous finding aids are so old and outdated that they are useless. We are 
in the process of getting PastPerfect and redoing everything so our info will be a future thing.” 
Jonathan: when working previously in Arizona and they were launching Arizona Archives 
Online, a grant was written by Arizona State University to fund a one-year position; a person 
was going around the state getting institutions set up with how to create a finding guide, and 
using Oxygen (software not being used any longer) to create them. Discussion about a funding 
proposal that could come from one of the universities in NM to support a similar project. Portia: 
A really good idea. Not something UNM/CSWR has thought about. Hesitant because 
UNM/CSWR’s presence in NMAO needs a lot of work. Kathleen: there are others in equally bad 
or worse shape. Portia: An unanticipated realization from this change to NMAO/ArchivesSpace 
was the change management aspect. The software behind RMOA was not being supported any 
more. It has been two years since when it was no longer being supported. Forced to move into a 
new system. Change management was the biggest shock to Portia. Funding for a position similar 
to ASU makes a lot of sense. DiSC (Digital Initiatives and Scholarly Communications) at UNM 
has considered similar initiatives with New Mexico Digital Collections. Would be a really good 
thing for NMAO. Portia will talk about it with Tomas. It would be helpful to have a trainer who 
could go around the state. Some regional training would be very helpful to people. Jonathan: 
Kudos to Portia and the team at UNM for taking on all this work. It is very much appreciated. 
Agreement from Kathleen. Portia thanks everyone for the kind words. Jonathan: Hannah 
messaged him in chat alerting to a funding opportunity with the Humanities Council through 
APR. We could ask for $25,000; deadline is August 2nd. It could be used for capacity building. 
Hannah will email with more details. Jonathan has experience with grant writing and would be 
happy to lend a hand with a collaborative effort. The SIG is also happy to draft a letter of 
support.  
 



Kathleen: further thoughts with regards to promotion. Their administration doesn’t know what 
finding guides/guides are. Could we develop something that we could share? Standard language 
would help in increasing use. Portia: their outreach person is very interested in this. Would be 
worth working with this person, as they are not an archivist and finding understandable 
terminology would be helpful for non-archivists. They’re hopeful to be publicizing NMAO in 
October, right around American Archives Month. Jonathan: agreement about the wide-spread 
issue of awareness of ‘finding guides’ in the profession. NAU library did user testing, and 
discovered that their own colleagues in a different library unit didn’t know what a finding guide 
was. Evidence that many users confuse digital/digitized items (available in a content 
management system) with the lack of awareness of larger availability of non-digitized resources 
represented in finding guides. Discussion around an agreed-upon term that balances user 
expectations with professional integrity. Publicity should include using terminology that people 
can get behind. We should be able to articulate what a finding guide is in a short period of time. 
Sue: “How to find things.” Phillipa: likes the idea of defining because ‘finding aid’ shouldn’t be 
too complicated, though understands that some users might not understand. Supports the idea of 
a brief description of what a finding aid is. Jonathan: they ended up doing this on their home 
page, under the search box for their finding guides. They included a one-sentence description of 
what would happen if a term was entered/searched. Possibly: “search across physical archives,” 
which made Jonathan squeamish. Not exactly correct, as some collections are digital. Shared in 
chat: ‘collection guide.’ Katie: any term used is not going to make sense. Needs a definition 
behind it. An educational opportunity rather than an attempt at finding just the right term. Would 
be helpful if everybody could settle on one term (i.e. finding aid) rather than have everyone use 
different ones (‘collection guide,’ ‘inventory’). In chat, Anna uses ‘collection guide;’ Hannah 
recommends ‘collection summaries;’ Cordelia Hooee also uses ‘collection guide.’ Most people 
understand ‘search’ and ‘navigation.’ Sue: ‘How to find things,’ or ‘site navigation,’ or ‘search.’ 
Students use ‘search’ intuitively and anticipate results that produce what they’re looking for. In 
chat, Phillipa says: “And I think keeping in line with standardization should be considered with 
whatever terminology is used.” Ryan Flahive: there is a disconnect with students and finding 
things in archives. Students are used to finding every single item connected to a search they 
make. They don’t understand that a finding aid is used to get somebody close to their search, not 
to get somebody the actual thing. Ryan uses the analogy of golf: the finding aid gets you on the 
green; it’s up to you to putt it in the hole. Sue: it gets them into the ballpark. Jonathan: sports 
analogies are good. On their NAU home page, they actually had two search boxes: one for 
finding guides and one for digital collections. They had to use certain language to describe what 
would happen if a patron searched for terms in either box. Agrees with a comment made by 
Phillipa in the chat to keep standardized terminology but focus on description. We don’t need to 
crowd the NMAO home page, either. Short and simple: what will the behavior be when you click 
‘enter’ on the search box.  
 
Dylan: we should consider good graphic design and communicating concepts and ideas through 
good design elements. A ven diagram that could be put on the home page in the background? 
Could see working with a graphic designer after settling on a communication strategy. Jonathan: 
Will UNM IT be in a position to support any sort of graphic design? Portia: their IT staff are not 
designers. They will have programming support, but not graphic design. They will have to find 
some place else. Katie: it’s the same thing at Highlands; they have to work with University 
Relations for that type of thing. Regina Bouley Sweeten says in chat: “Same at ENMU. Our 



Communication Services has to approve graphic design elements online.” Jonathan: This could 
possibly be a project for a student or group of students in a course at their institution. The 
winning image (or a carousel) could be displayed. Give students credit. Engage with the library 
student employees and give them greater visibility. Portia: there are very few students presently 
employed. An unusual time to be doing this. Ryan: has gotten some great graphic design from 
students at Highlands University through an internship program they have. Katie: their media 
arts department is awesome. Ryan: working with them could be worth considering. Perhaps 
come up with $1500 to pay for this graphic design work. Jonathan: agrees about compensation 
for students.  
 
Kathleen (in chat): “If anyone has recommendations providers of cloud storage and for mass 
digitization (two requests, not one provider that does both) please send them over to the 
historylibrary@state.nm.us.” Jonathan: when at NAU, they went to Amazon Web Services after 
a catastrophic data loss with local, IT-supported storage. Within AWS, utilized high-speed 
accessible storage (like a windows browser) as well as a glacial service. Liked how Amazon 
relies on multiple servers that regularly back up and repair broken files, and alert users when this 
happens. AWS has a 99.99999% security rating. Saved a tremendous amount of money.  
 
Lisa: The Council of State Archivists (CoSA) are working with other organizations (IMLA, 
SAA, RAAC) around regular, permanent funding for archival institutions – much like library 
institutions and how they receive regular funding each year. First started around 2009 with 
PAHR (Partnership for the American Historical Record). This was a request for authorization of 
upwards of $50,000,000. It was to be apportioned to each state, which got a flat amount. An 
additional amount based on population. Support from both sides of the aisle, but fell apart with a 
new administration. They are revisiting this. Keep an eye on this. At the most recent CoSA 
meeting, they discussed an amendment that the State Historical Preservation Office (SHPO) got: 
HR3684 (Amendment to INVEST in American Act to permanently reauthorize the Historical 
Preservation Fund and increase deposits to $300 million), which was sponsored by [NM 
Congresswoman] Teresa Leger Fernandez. Passed in budget committee at the federal level and 
must go through the Senate and be reconciled. Consider Ms. Fernandez as a source for archival 
funding or for advocacy for archival funding. Jonathan: would reauthorized funds be managed 
through the SHPO? Lisa: Very likely. 99% will go to buildings. With PAHR funding (archival 
preservation), there is some discussion about sending these funds through IMLS; they are 
equipped to handle large amounts of money. All of this in the very early stages of reintroduction. 
Jonathan: If this goes through IMLS, presumably this would be a new type of funding that could 
be applied for? Or would it be something we could just ask for and we would get? Lisa: too early 
to tell. Libraries have had this funding for a long time, every year. The concept was that we 
(archives) should have that same kind of funding. At least for state agencies for the moment. 
Anything is a good start. Jonathan thanks Lisa for the update and will look forward to hearing 
more as it evolves. 
 
Jonna Paden: A person reached out from the East Mountain Historical Society in Tijeras. Would 
like an archivist to come out to do an assessment of their materials. Looking to contract with an 
archivist and an assistant. They have a range of formats. Jonna will put this on the listserv. 
They’re going to write a grant to the ARP through the NM Humanities Council. Sue: Have they 
looked at the American Alliance of Museums MAP assessment? Jonna: No. Jonathan: NEH also 
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has a preservation assistance grant that can accomplish some of this, for a maximum of $6000. 
Jonathan mentions that, as part of service with his institution, that he could be in a position to 
help this organization with some sort of a pre-assessment. Jonna: Will send it out via the listserv. 
Lisa: Asking Ryan if the New Mexico Historical Records Advisory Board has a list of potential 
contractors on their NMHRAB site. Ryan: they have to review that list every year. Ryan feels 
that the EMHS in Tijeras might want to consider the traveling archivist funding through 
NMHRAB. Tijeras could submit and have somebody do that work through that funding. The 
NMHRAB board meets Tuesday to discuss proposals for the traveling archivist. Ryan 
recommends Jonna get in contact with NMHRAB about the traveling archivist program. Sue: 
When talking about the AAM-MAP program, it’s not a grant but something to which an 
institution applies. If accepted, the institution pays for that assessment. Ryan: The MAP and the 
CAP are steps that are taken in anticipation of accreditation. Archives might apply to the CAP, 
and all types of materials. CAP books are available online.  
 
Jonathan: Mukurtu site for the Native Health Database was updated last week. Cordelia’s site 
[with Zuni] was also updated. Using Mukurtu 3/mobile. A really cool update. An app that is 
downloaded can hold offline content, and edits can be made offline. Then when in Wi-Fi, content 
is synced with the main database. The applications for places without broadband/Wi-Fi is a 
game-changer. In chat, Cordelia agrees that it is awesome. Looking to apply for funding through 
IMLS this Fall to leverage a multi-year project to do some respectful community engagement.  

 
 
USEFUL LINKS FROM CHAT 
 
NMLA-Archives & Archivists SIG Social Media Accounts (Spreadsheet): 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/146l0KylLNLhoOb0TT9lhGJzX0BBg40sVKXGhLBDwYDE/edit#gid=0 
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